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Overview
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks can be classified in several categories and can
be either volumetric or application based. By far, volumetric attacks have been the most popular types of DoS attacks, as
readily available tools such as LOIC and HOIC can make it fairly easy to mount an attack. Application attacks that
leverage allowed security policies have been gaining popularity as they are very difficult to guard against and can have
the same detrimental effect in bringing down critical services.
This document will discuss the primary differences between volumetric and application DoS attacks and will show you
how Palo Alto Networks custom vulnerability signatures and security policies can be used to effectively identify and
mitigate application based DoS attacks.

Volumetric vs. Application Denial of Service Attacks
Volumetric DDoS/DoS attacks can take many forms, but the goals are the same. The attack attempts to take down
services by flooding the victim service/device with a high volume of attack traffic which fully consumes all available
resources, bandwidth, or both. Popular volumetric attack types include:
TCP Stack Flood

Attack that flood specific functions of the TCP connection process to keep a host from being able
to respond to legitimate connections. Examples include TCP Syn, TCP Fin, TCP RST, TCP Flag
attacks.

Generic Flood

Attack that floods one or more protocols and/or ports and are designed to resemble legitimate
traffic and source addresses are often spoofed. Examples include: Ping Flood, Smurf, Reflection
Attack, UDP Flood attacks.

Fragmentation
Attack

Attack that sends a high volume of TCP or UDP fragments to a victim host. Designed to
overwhelm the host’s ability to re-assemble the packets and degrade its performance. Fragments
can often be malformed to cause additional processing.

TCP Connection
Attack

Attack that maintains a large number of half-open or full TCP connections to take up server
resources and prevent legitimate sessions from completing.

Application DDoS/DoS attacks can also take many forms and they are generally targeted at a specific application or
function. The goal is to disrupt services by using a legitimate application to create the attack. With application attacks, it’s
often very difficult for companies to block the malicious activity as the victim application is a legitimate function that is
required to conduct business. The security and firewall policies are configured to allow access to the application being
attacked. Popular types of application-based attacks include:
Application Attack

Attacks that are designed to overwhelm an application or specific components of an application.
Common attacks are against HTTP, DNS, and SIP services. Often stealthy in nature and uses
legitimate applications and ports to cause resource drain. The target may be an authentication
server, a file download site, or some other critical service. Examples include HTTP GET Flood,
SIP Invite Flood, DNS Amplification Attack, HTTP/FTP File Download, and SSL Connection
attacks.

Vulnerability Exploits

Attack designed to take advantage of vulnerabilities in the operating system and/or application to
gain unauthorized access. In many cases, the firewall’s vulnerability policies can be used to spot
and mitigate against these types of attacks.

SSL Attack

A form of application attack that is designed to leverage resource intensive SSL key negotiation
or re-keying activities to drain the targeted victim’s resources and bring down legitimate SSL
services.
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Volumetric DoS Mitigation
Volumetric attacks are the most popular DDoS attacks as they are fairly easy to mount against a host, service or web site.
They are also fairly easy to spot as they tend to generate traffic patterns outside normal usage patterns. In order to be
successful with a volumetric attack, the attacker simply needs to accomplish one of the following:
1. Generate enough attack traffic to consume all processing, memory, or buffer resources on the victim host/service.
2. Consume enough bandwidth to fully congest the network connection to the host/service.
3. Generate enough attack traffic to consume all resources of the network/security equipment protecting the victim
host/service.
In general, volumetric protection strategies should involve a layered approach and be comprised of local DDoS/DoS
protection at the enterprise/data center location and protection at the service provider and/or cloud location. The two
pronged strategy protects the Internet connection (bandwidth) with ISP/cloud policies and specific services with local
firewall DDoS/DoS policies. For example, if only local DoS protection is implemented in front of the data center, the
attacker can simply launch a volumetric attack that consumes all of the bandwidth connecting the service to the Internet.
Regardless if the local DoS solution can stop the attack or not, the attacker has achieved their goal as the service is down
due to the lack of bandwidth to the Internet.
Note: Some things to investigate with cloud-based DDoS solutions are the additional latency and/or bandwidth that may
be experienced when a volumetric attack is underway. For example, some cloud solutions require the redirection of
affected traffic from your site to their cloud traffic scrubbers through DNS redirection or GRE tunnels.
As part of successful denial of service mitigation strategy, the following PAN-OS features can be implemented locally to
help secure critical resources.
DoS Profiles and Polices

Mitigates against SYN, UDP, ICMP, ICMPv6, and Other IP Flood attacks. Provides
resource protection by limiting the number of sessions that can be used. Implemented on
a per-source bases (classified) or on an aggregate bases and can be applied to specific,
zones, interfaces, IP address(es), user(s), and service(s).
Source IP addresses can be geo-location based to allow flexible DoS policies that limit
specific countries more than others. All DoS policies can also be scheduled.

Zone Profiles

Mitigates against SYN, UDP, ICMP, ICMPv6, and Other IP Flood attacks on a zone
bases, regardless of interface(s). Provides reconnaissance protection against TCP/UDP
port scans and host sweeps as well as packet-based attacks that leverage TCP header
options, spoofed IP addresses, fragmentation, mismatched overlapping TCP segments,
ICMP/ICMPv6 options, and IPv6 options.
Zone protection is applied to a Zone versus specific interfaces or IP addresses to provide
a broad first pass level of protection against malformed packets and common flood
attacks.

Vulnerability Protection
Profiles

Volumetric attacks that leverage known vulnerabilities, brute force methods, amplification,
spoofing, and others can be effectively blocked through PAN-OS vulnerability protection
profiles. To obtain a list of the latest Vulnerability Protection DoS capabilities, you can
use one of two methods:
1) Visit the Palo Alto Networks Threat Vault and search the threat database with the
keyword DoS. Use the Type dropdown box to view vulnerability, spyware, and virus
related DoS attacks.
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2) On the firewall web UI’s Objects tab, open the Default vulnerability protection profile.
Under the Exceptions tab, check the Show all signatures option and filter on the
keyword DoS as shown in the following illustration.

Note: Reference the PAN-OS Administrators Guide for more information on Zone and DoS mitigation features.

Application Attack Mitigation
Application DDoS/DoS are attacks that use approved applications and protocols to victimize a specific host or service.
The attack’s goal is to consume enough resources to eventually disrupt legitimate traffic and the attacker relies on the
security policy’s permit action to gain access. This makes application attacks much harder to defend against than
volumetric attacks. What makes matters worse, is the ability to accurately differentiate attack traffic from legitimate traffic
and to identify which sessions belong to the attacker and which do not.
In these situations, there is a difficult choice for security teams.
 Do they implement security policies to keep the service up at all costs and sacrifice a percentage of legitimate
user traffic when the attack is blocked?
 Or do they design the network and services with enough capacity to absorb the attack as blocking legitimate
users (false positives) are not permitted?
If the strategy is to address the first concern, Palo Alto Networks firewalls can be configured with custom vulnerability
signatures to identify suspicious application activity and proactively mitigate DDoS/DoS attacks. Based on integer context,
string context, and regex comparisons, combination signatures are a powerful tool to enforce specific thresholds to
proactively protect against resource depletion. Context filters can include time attributes to monitor services for abnormal
activity – such as the number of HTTP request containing the word “password” exceeding 50 transactions per second.
©2014, Palo Alto Networks, Inc.
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Signature Design Considerations
When designing custom signatures for application attack policies, several things to keep in mind include:
1. Aggregation criteria should be considered carefully. Many users (source IP address) may originate sessions
behind network translated (NAT) firewalls and hence, the traffic of many users may appear to be coming from the
same source IP address. This should be taken into consideration when defining the thresholds.
2. When protecting a server/service, the capacity of that service should be known before creating the combination
signature’s threshold. For example, if the FTP service can handle an average of 50 connections per second
before maxing out, the connection threshold should be set lower to prevent resource exhaustion.
3. When the specified threshold is reached, the signatures default action will activate (alert, drop packets, reset
client, reset server, reset both). Remember that both legitimate and attack traffic will be impacted when protection
is activated.

Custom Vulnerability Signature Creation Overview
The application DDoS/DoS mitigation examples in this document will use custom vulnerability signatures to identify the
application/service and will use combination signatures to add thresholds to monitor and enforce activity. The process to
create and activate custom vulnerability signatures in security policies is the same between examples and includes the
following steps:
1. Create the custom vulnerability signature to identify the application/service.
2. Create a custom combination signature to set the time and aggregation criteria to define how thresholds are applied to
the application/service.
3. Enable Vulnerability Protection on the security policy that controls access to the application/service.
By default, all custom vulnerability signatures created are automatically enabled when vulnerability protection profiles are
enabled on security policies. You can optionally create vulnerability protection profiles to exclude any signature that
should not be enforced.

Custom Signature Context
Custom signatures use context to match traffic. PAN-OS provides the following context filter capabilities and protocol
support.
 Integer Context – Greater Than, Less Than, Equal To
o FTP
o HTTP
o IMAP
o SMTP
 String Contexts - Pattern Match
o DNS
o Email, IMAP, SMTP
o File Body
o FTP
o GDB Debugger
o GIOP
o HTTP
o IRC
o JPEG
o MS SMB, RPC, SQL
o PE Header
o RTMP, RTSP
o SSH, SSL
o Telnet
o Unknown
 Regex Syntax
Tip: Reference the Creating Custom Signatures Tech Note – PAN-OS 5.0 document for more information on creating
custom vulnerability signatures.
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Application DoS Mitigation Examples
The use cases illustrated in this paper are actual attacks customers have experienced. The mitigation techniques are
designed to show the flexibility and power of custom signatures and how they can be applied on the firewall to proactively
identify and defend against possible attacks. These use cases should be used as a reference to help model mitigation
strategies within your environment to help secure critical resources.

Excessive File Download Attack
A file download attack can be described as a server resource exhaustion and/or bandwidth consumption attack. Before
launching the attack, reconnaissance of the target service will be performed by the attacker to discover the files that can
be downloaded along with the file sizes. For example, they may probe a company’s download site for their largest PDF
file. Using this information, the attacker will leverage hundreds, or even thousands, of bots to execute the attack and
attempt to download the large file simultaneously. As a file download from the company’s web site is a valid operation, the
security policies will allow this activity. The attack succeeds if it can either overwhelm the download server, consume all
available bandwidth, or both.
To monitor and mitigate against this type of attack, a proactive custom vulnerability signature can be created to guard the
download server against high levels of simultaneous file downloads. For example, if an HTTP GET was used to download
the file(s), the signature will monitor the number of HTTP GET transactions issued against the download server’s IP
address and download folder. A threshold will define the defensive action taken when the volume of downloads are
exceeded.
In this example, a custom vulnerability signature will be created to identify the download activity and it will be used within a
combination signature to enforce the permitted capacity of 35 downloads per second.
Deployment Example:
1. Create a custom vulnerability signature using the HTTP GET context to identify PDF downloads from a specific folder.
This example shows custom signature with Threat ID 41100 and the following characteristics.
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic properties:
Severity = informational
Direction = server2client
Default Action = Alert
Affected System = server
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b. Signatures Tab defines the match criteria:
Scope = Transaction
Context = http-req-uri-path (pattern match) for
download_folder
Context = file-pdf-body (pattern match) for ABC
Corporation

To summarize, this custom signature will look for any PDF file transactions containing ABC Corporation originating
from the server’s download_folder in the URI string. The Transaction scope setting allows the signature to match on
individual transactions versus sessions to spot multiple downloads within the same TCP session. When there is a
match, a log event is created in the Threat Log.
2. Create a custom combination signature to combine the custom signature from the previous step and to set the time
attributes for the protection threshold. This example shows custom signature with Threat ID 41200 and the following
characteristics:
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic & action properties:
Severity = high
Direction = server2client
Default Action = Reset Both (resets client and server)
Affected System = server

b. Signatures Tab defines the protection threshold:
Signature = Combination
Threat ID = specifies the custom vulnerability signature from step 1 (41100)
Time Attribute = 35 (set PDF download threshold to 35 times per 1 second interval)
Aggregation Criteria = destination (from server side)
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To summarize, this combination signature will trigger when corporate PDFs from the download_folder is seen more
than 35 times per second originating from the server side. When the threshold is reached, the action will be to reset
both the client and server to disable the download attempt. An event with a High severity is logged in the Threat Log.

3. By default, custom vulnerability signatures that you create are automatically enabled when they are added to the
vulnerability database. Optionally, you can create a vulnerability protection profile to exclude the custom signatures
created in steps 1 and 2 and apply it to security policies that do not need them. To exclude a custom vulnerability
signature using a new Vulnerability Protection Profile, perform the following:
a. Create a new rule with the desired vulnerability filters. In this example, we will create a rule to include all DoS
category vulnerabilities with Any severity and set the action to Default to accept the Palo Alto Networks
preconfigured actions.
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b. As PDF download attack detection and mitigation is not required in this protection profile, exclude the
combination signatures created in the previous two steps. Under the Exceptions tab, check the Show all
signatures checkbox to display all vulnerability signatures. Locate the two custom signatures (41100 and
41200) and enable them for exception with the left most checkbox under the Enable column. Under the Action
column, set the action to allow to bypass these two signatures.

4. In order to activate the custom signatures,
enable Vulnerability Protection on the security
policy controlling access to the download
application/servers. All custom signatures are
automatically enabled with the pre-defined
(default and strict) vulnerability protection
profiles unless they are disabled using the
exceptions function.
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5. If you need to bypass the custom vulnerability
signatures, select the vulnerability protection profile
that was created in step 3 and apply it to the
security policies that do not need the custom
signatures.

Tip: Dynamic Address Groups can be used in security policies to simplify management of server objects and eliminate the
need to change IP addresses when servers move or change - such as in a hypervisor environment where new servers are
dynamically added and removed.

Brute Force Authentication Attack
Well-known brute force attacks can be prevented with PAN-OS’s pre-defined vulnerability signatures and profiles. To view
the latest Brute Force attack signatures, search the Palo Alto Networks Threat Vault with the brute force search criteria as
shown in the following illustration.

Example of Brute Force Protection through pre-defined PAN-OS Vulnerability Signatures

Modifying Pre-defined Vulnerability Signatures
If you need to modify any of the pre-defined vulnerability signature settings, such as the action to take when the threat is
detected, a new Vulnerability Protection Profile with an exception can be created and applied to the security policy. The
following example illustrates how to change the action from default (alert) to block-ip for a 30 second duration for a
predefined signature.
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1. Create a new vulnerability profile by cloning
one of the firewall’s pre-defined profiles (default
or strict profile) or clicking on the Add button.
2. On the Exceptions tab, select the Show all
signatures checkbox to display all vulnerability
signatures. You can also use the search
function if you know the signature name or
CVE ID.
3. Select the signature with the Enable checkbox
and modify the Action with the dropdown list.
You can select from the various action types to
change the default behavior.
4. Save the changes and apply the vulnerability
protection profile to the security policy.

Creating Custom Brute Force Signatures
If the pre-defined brute force vulnerability signatures do not meet your needs, custom signatures can be created to help
detect specific brute force attacks. The following example illustrates how a custom vulnerability signature is used to
protect an application’s authentication page from a dictionary attack by monitoring the number of HTTP POSTs originating
from the source IP address.
Tip: Use the PAN-OS decryption feature to analyze encrypted traffic.

Deployment Example:
1. Create a custom vulnerability signature for the application’s authentication function by matching on the authentication
page’s URI string and the HTTP PUT qualifier for the user credentials. This example shows custom signature with
Threat ID 41101 and the following characteristics.
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic properties:
Severity = informational
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Alert
Affected System = server
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b. Signatures Tab defines the match criteria:
Scope = Transaction
Operator = Pattern Match
Context = http-req-uri-path
Pattern = my_app\authentication_page
Qualifier (http-method) = POST

To summarize, this custom signature will look for HTTP POST transactions in the URI path containing
my_app\authentication_page. The Transaction scope setting allows the signature to match on individual transactions
versus sessions to spot multiple authentication attempts within the same TCP session. When there is a match, a log
event is created in the Threat Log with the Alert action and informational severity.

2. Create a custom vulnerability combination signature to combine the custom signature from the previous step and to
set the time attributes for the protection threshold. This example shows custom signature with Threat ID 41201 and
the following characteristics:
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic & action
properties:
Severity = high
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Block IP
Affected System = server
Track By = Source
Duration = 300 seconds (block duration)

b. Signatures Tab defines the protection threshold:
Signature = Combination
Threat ID = specifies the custom vulnerability signature from step 1 (41101)
Time Attribute = 5 (sets authentication threshold to 5 times per 30 second interval)
Aggregation Criteria = source (from client side)
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To summarize, this combination signature will trigger when the same source IP address performs more than five
HTTP PUT transactions on the authentication page within 30 seconds. When the threshold is reached, the action
will be to block the offending source IP address for 300 seconds. An event with a High severity is logged in the
Threat Log.
3. In order to activate the custom signatures, enable the Vulnerability Protection option on the security policy controlling
access to the authentication page. All custom signatures are automatically enabled with the pre-defined (default and
strict) vulnerability protection profiles.

4. If you need to bypass the custom vulnerability signatures for specific security policies, you can create a new
vulnerability protection profile and exclude the custom signatures. See steps 3 and 5 from the first example for more
details.
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SSL Connection Exhaustion Attack
PAN-OS’s pre-defined vulnerability signatures provide a wide range of protection against SSL attacks (such as SSL
Renegotiation Brute Force, SSL VPN Authentication Brute Force, and others). However, there may be cases where these
signatures don’t provide the exact detection and mitigation for an SSL application. To view the latest SSL vulnerability
signatures, search the Palo Alto Networks Threat Vault with the SSL search string as shown in the following illustration.

One of the easier SSL application attacks that can be launched against an SSL server/service is a resource exhaustion
attack. Through the use of a botnet, thousands of new SSL connections can be made to the SSL server over a predefined
time interval. Each new SSL connection requires server resources to generate keys and encrypt the session and the
attack simply increases the number of SSL connections until the desired server latency is reached.
The following example illustrates how a custom vulnerability signature can be used to enforce the number of SSL
connection attempts per source IP address. This can help reduce the chances of an SSL attack that is designed to
exhaust server CPU resources with empty SSL sessions.

Deployment Example:
1. Create a custom vulnerability signature for the SSL
application by matching on the FQDN field of the
certificate used in the SSL negotiation exchange and
the portal’s URI string. This example shows custom
signature with Threat ID 41102 and the following
characteristics.
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic properties:
Severity = informational
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Alert
Affected System = server
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b. Signatures Tab defines the match criteria for two items:
Scope = Transaction
Operator = pattern-match
Context 1 = ssl-req-certificate
Value = secure_portal.mycompany.com (FQDN identifier in certificate)
Context 2 = http-req-uri-path
Value = secure_portal (portal’s path in URI string)

To summarize, this custom signature will look for SSL certificate requests with the string secure_portal.
mycompany.com in the certificate’s FQDN identifier. It will also match the secure_portal string from the URI path to
ensure the certificate is coming from the secure portal. The Transaction scope setting allows the signature to match
on individual transactions versus sessions to spot multiple SSL connection attempts within the same TCP session.
When there is a match, a log event is created in the Threat Log with the Alert action with the informational severity.
2. Create a combination signature to combine the custom signature from the previous step and to set the time attributes
for the protection threshold. In our example, well-behaved activity should require no more than two SSL connections
in a 60 second interval. This example shows custom signature with Threat ID 41202 and the following characteristics:
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic & action
properties:
Severity = high
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Drop Packets
Affected System = client-and-server
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b. Signatures Tab defines the protection threshold:
Signature = Combination
Threat ID = specifies the custom vulnerability signature from step 1 (41102)
Time Attribute = 3 (sets SSL connection threshold for 3 times per 60 second interval)
Aggregation Criteria = source (from the client side)

To summarize, this combination signature will trigger when the same source IP address attempts more than three
SSL connections within 60 seconds on the secure portal’s web site using a certificate with the FQDN string
specified in signature 41102. When the threshold is reached, the action will be to drop packets from the offending
source IP address. An event with a High severity is logged in the Threat Log.
3. To activate the custom signatures, enable Vulnerability Protection on the security policy that controls access to the
secure portal. All custom signatures are automatically enabled with the pre-defined (default and strict) vulnerability
protection profiles.

4. If you need to bypass the custom vulnerability signatures for specific security policies, you can create a new
vulnerability protection profile and exclude the custom signatures. See steps 3 and 5 from the first example for more
details.
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Excessive Search Attack
Having the ability to search for information is a valuable tool that nearly all web sites provide. Unfortunately, attackers can
also use this great feature to attack the site by creating large volumes of search activity to exhaust the server’s resources.
Through the use of botnets, thousands of zombie PCs are instructed to perform random searches using various search
strings. The database server(s) are flooded with thousands to millions of search requests over a short period of time,
causing the servers to eventually run out of resources.
This example illustrates how a custom vulnerability signature can be created to monitor the number of HTTP POSTs to
the search function on a specific web page. As it is perfectly legitimate for the clients to issue multiple searches in the
course of using the website, the aggregation criteria for the search threshold will be performed on the server side. That is,
the server’s ability to process search requests from all clients will determine the protection threshold.
In this example, the company’s IT team has already conducted the necessary capacity and performance tests to
determine the maximum number of searches that can be supported by their database server(s). When the number of
searches exceed the upper threshold set, the excess searches will be dropped.
Deployment Example:
1. Create a custom vulnerability signature for the search
application by matching on the HTTP POST operation
(performing a search) and the string identifier for the
URI path of the web site. This example shows custom
signature with Threat ID 41103 and the following
characteristics.
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic properties:
Severity = informational
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Alert
Affected System = server

b. Signatures Tab defines the match criteria:
Scope = Transaction
Operator = Pattern Match
Context = http-req-uri-path
Pattern = my_company.com/index.html (URI path)
Qualifier = http-method for POST (search entry)
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To summarize, this custom signature will look for HTTP POST activity to the company’s home page which is identified
by the my_company.com/index.html string in the URI path. The Transaction scope setting allows the signature to
match on individual transactions versus sessions to spot multiple search transactions within the same TCP session.
When there is a match, a log event is created in the Threat Log with the Alert action with the severity informational.
2. Create a combination signature to combine the custom signature from the previous step and to set the time attributes
for the protection threshold. The company’s database server performance and capacity testing helped to define the
upper threshold - 250 searches per second before reaching 85% CPU utilization. The company would like to start
limiting the searches once this threshold is reached. This example shows custom signature with Threat ID 41203 and
the following characteristics:
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic & action
properties:
Severity = high
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Drop Packets
Affected System = server

b. Signatures Tab defines the protection threshold:
Signature = Combination
Threat ID = specifies the custom vulnerability signature from step 1 (41103)
Time Attribute = 250 (sets HTTP POST 250 times per 1 second interval)
Aggregation Criteria = destination (server side)
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To summarize, this combination signature will trigger when search volumes using HTTP POST exceed 250 per 1
second interval on the database server. When the threshold is reached, the action will be to drop packets to limit
the search activity. An event with a High severity is logged in the Threat Log.
Note: Alternatively, the signature could have been configured to limit the number of search operations performed
between EACH source IP address and the home page IP Address by using the source-and-destination
aggregation criteria. Using this method would provide more granular limits for each source.
3. To activate the custom signatures, enable Vulnerability Protection on the security policy controlling access to the web
site. All custom signatures are automatically enabled with the pre-defined (default and strict) vulnerability protection
profiles.

4. If you need to bypass the custom vulnerability signatures for specific security policies, you can create a new
vulnerability protection profile and exclude the custom signatures. See steps 3 and 5 from the first example for more
details.

DNS Query Attack
PAN-OS’s pre-defined vulnerability signatures provide a wide range of protection against DNS attacks (such as DNS ANY
Brute Force, DNS Spoofing, DNS Amplification, DNS Zone Transfer, as well as many vendor specific DNS vulnerabilities).
To view the latest DNS vulnerability signatures, search the Palo Alto Networks Threat Vault with the DNS search string as
shown in the following illustration.
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DNS is a common DoS attack vector because it is used widely in every network and the Internet. DNS cannot be blocked
by firewalls without breaking applications and attackers rely on legitimate DNS functions to carry out their attacks. For
example, an attack can be launched against the DNS infrastructure by requesting a name resolution for the same domain
over and over again. When a botnet is used, thousands of zombie PCs can request millions of DNS resolution requests in
a very short period of time and flood the DNS server or cause it to run out of resources.
Modern operating systems and DNS servers will cache DNS responses by default, so there should be no reason why a
host would repeatedly try to resolve the same domain name within a short period of time. In the case of many hosts
behind a NAT’d network, they would most likely be using an internal DNS server that should be caching the DNS
response from the authoritative server. So repeated resolutions for the same domain name originating from a single
source IP address is abnormal behavior.
The following example illustrates how a custom signature is used to enforce the number of DNS requests from a single IP
address for the same domain resolution.
Deployment Example:
1. Create a custom vulnerability signature for the DNS
request by matching on the domain name in the DNS
request. This example shows custom signature with
Threat ID 41104 and the following characteristics.
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic properties:
Severity = informational
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Alert
Affected System = server

b. Signatures Tab defines the match criteria:
Scope = Session
Operator = Pattern Match
Context = dns-req-section
Pattern = mycompany.com
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To summarize, this custom signature will look for the domain mycompany.com in a DNS request. The Session scope
setting allows the signature to match on each DNS session from the client. When there is a match, a log event is
created in the Threat Log with the Alert action at the informational severity.
2. Create a combination signature to combine the
custom signature from the previous step and to
set the time attributes for the protection
threshold. This example shows custom
signature with Threat ID 41204 and the
following characteristics:
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic &
action properties:
Severity = high
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Drop Packets
Affected System = server

b. Signatures Tab defines the protection threshold:
Signature = Combination
Threat ID = specifies the custom vulnerability signature from step 1 (41104)
Time Attribute = 5 (sets DNS request to 5 times per 10 second interval
Aggregation Criteria = source (client side)
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To summarize, this combination signature will trigger when the number of DNS requests for mycompany.com
exceeds 5 within a 10 second interval from a single source address. When the threshold is reached, the action
will be to drop packets to limit the DNS activity. An event with a High severity is logged in the Threat Log.
3. To activate the custom signatures, enable Vulnerability Protection on the security policy controlling access to the DNS
server. All custom signatures are automatically enabled with the pre-defined (default and strict) vulnerability protection
profiles.

4. If you need to bypass the custom vulnerability signatures for specific security policies, you can create a new
vulnerability protection profile and exclude the custom signatures. See steps 3 and 5 from the first example for more
details.

Mitigation with Geo Locations
Having the ability to limit or restrict traffic based on its origin can be an effective way to reduce the attack surface of an
application. For example, if a web service is only designed for its members who are living in Germany, granting access to
German IP addresses and limiting all others can be an effective way to reduce application attacks from regions outside of
Germany. However, blocking all non-German IP addresses may create false positives as the members may be travelling
abroad and require access.
With PAN-OS security policies and custom vulnerability signatures, polices can be created to allow full access to specific
geo locations and limited or controlled access to other regions.

Specific geo locations can be specified in the
security policy’s Source Address filter.
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This example illustrates how custom vulnerability signatures can be used with geo location specific security policies to
reduce the risk of attacks. A custom vulnerability signature will be created for a web site’s home page that is designed
specifically for the North American audience and will be combined with a security policy that restricts access based on
geo location. Customers who are physically located inside North America will not be restricted, but access outside North
America will be controlled by throttling the number of connections to the web site.
Deployment Example:
1. Create a custom vulnerability signature for the web
application by matching on the URI string of its home
page. This example shows custom signature with
Threat ID 41105 and the following characteristics.
a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic properties:
Severity = informational
Direction = client2server
Default Action = Alert
Affected System = server

b. Signatures Tab defines the match criteria:
Scope = Session
Operator = Pattern Match
Context = http-req-uri-path
Pattern = NA.web-portal.com

To summarize, this custom signature will look for the string NA.web-portal.com in the URI path. The Session scope
setting allows the signature to match on each session from the client. When there is a match, a log event is created in
the Threat Log with the Alert action at the informational severity.

2. Create a combination signature to combine the custom signature from the previous step and to set the time attributes
for the protection threshold. The company will only permit non-North American access at a rate of 20 sessions per
second for the site’s server. This allows the web application to be accessed globally, but at a much lower rate that will
never be able to DoS the site and false positives for its North American customers travelling abroad are eliminated.
This example shows custom signature with Threat ID 41205 and the following characteristics:
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a. Configuration Tab defines the traffic & action
properties:
Severity = high
Direction = client2server
Default Action = reset-both
Affected System = server

b. Signatures Tab defines the protection threshold:
Signature = Combination
Threat ID = specifies the custom vulnerability signature from step 1 (41105)
Time Attribute = 20 (sets access to 20 times per 1 second interval)
Aggregation Criteria = destination (server side)

To summarize, this combination signature will trigger when the number of sessions containing the NA.webportal.com string in the URI path is over 20 sessions per second on the server. When the threshold is reached,
the action will be to reset both the client and the server to end the session gracefully. An event with a High
severity is logged in the Threat Log.
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3. To activate the custom signatures, enable Vulnerability Protection on the security policy controlling access to the
North American web site. Two security policies will be required to control access.
a. The first security policy will match only North American geo locations (Canada, United States, and
Mexico) and will not have a vulnerability profile that limits access capacity to the web site.
b. The second security profile will match all non-North American geo locations (with Negate option) and will
contain the vulnerability profile that limits access capacity as defined in the custom vulnerability
signatures.

This illustration shows the security policy that will apply the default vulnerability protection policy (without the
access limitations) to the North American geo locations.

This next illustration shows the security policy that applies the vulnerability protection profile (with the access
limits) to all other geo locations except for the North American countries. Note that the Negate checkbox is used
to quickly select all other geo locations that do NOT match the ones selected.
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Summary
Custom vulnerability signatures can be used to provide granular application visibility. When used with combination
signatures, they can be a powerful tool to spot abnormal application use and provide enterprises with the means to
proactively mitigate application-based DoS attacks. The use cases shown in this paper are just a few examples of modern
application DoS attacks and the examples are designed to show the flexibility of custom vulnerability signatures and how
they can be used to provide better visibility and control against these types of attacks.
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